SCOTT COUNTY PARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION
PRELIMINARY AGENDA
6:00 P.M. – August 11, 2021 Meeting

Meeting Location: Cedar Lake Farm Regional Park
1) Roll Call – Barb Hedstrom, Chair

Kristin French, At Large
Kathy Gerlach, District 3
Barb Hedstrom, District 1
Jerry Hennen, At Large
Eric Spieler, District 2
Patrick Stieg, District 5
Mark Ewert, District 4
Commissioner Jon Ulrich, Scott County Board Liaison

2)

Pledge of Allegiance

3)

Approve Agenda

4)

Approval of June 30, 2021 meeting notes

5)

Recognition of Interested Citizens for Items Not on the Agenda (No action will be taken.)

6) Operations, Maintenance and Natural Resources
7) Outreach, Visitor Services, Recreation and Education Programs
a. Welcome and Information Signage Project Update (6:15PM)
b. Spring Lake Trailgate Community Event 2021 (6:45PM)
8) Administration, Planning and Development
a. Draft Phase 2 Public Engagement Plans for Cleary Master Plan Process (6:50PM)
b. Cleary Master Plan – Parks Commissioner Check In and Discussion (7:00PM)
9) Informational Items
a. Projects/Other Updates (7:15PM)
i) Nature Connection
ii) 2021 Budget Update
b. Advisory Commissioner Reports (Verbal) (7:20PM)
10) Upcoming Meetings - Tentative Topics (7:35PM)
a. September 1 PAC Meeting –
i)

Spring Lake Lakefront Development – Project and Design Process proposal

ii) Regional Trail Master Plans – Project and Design Process Proposal
11)

Adjourn to Tour of Park Shoreland Area (7:40PM)

Regular meetings of the Scott County Parks Advisory Commission are normally held the first
Wednesday of the month at 6:00 PM in the County Board Room of the Scott County Government
Center. Meetings are open to the public. Contact Patty Freeman at 952-496-8752 if you have an
item you would like placed on the agenda.

SCOTT COUNTY PARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION
June 30th, 2021
The Landing
6:00 PM
1. ATTENDANCE & ROLL CALL
Members
☒ Barb Hedstrom
☒ Eric Spieler
☒ Jerry Hennen
☒ Kathy Gerlach
☒ Pat Stieg
☒ Mark Ewert
☒ Kristin French
☐ Jon Urlich

Staff
☒ Patty Freeman
☒ Nathan Moe
☒ Alysa Delgado
☒ Domi Archiebald

Others
☒ Bill Walker
☒ Heather Hoaglund

The June 30th PAC was called to order at 6:03 PM
2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Motioned by Mark Ewert; Seconded by Eric Spieler
Motion to approve the agenda as amended is unanimous
*The agenda was amended to include a Brown Sign update from Nathan Moe*
3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Motioned by Jerry Hennen; Seconded by Kathy Gerlach
Motion to approve the minutes as written carries with Commissioners Stieg, French, and
Ewert abstaining.
4. RECOGNITION OF INTERESTED CITIZENS
a. No Citizens Present
5. OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE, AND NATURAL RESOURCES
a. The Landing Operations Update, Guest Bill Walker, Supervisor at Historical
Interpretation & Cultural Resource Management, and Julia Holiday
Bill mentioned the last time the PAC was here was fall 2019, since then the front of the
park looks very different with an entrance change and the removal of the Visitor Center.
He stated that the changes are within the approved Landing Master Plan, and they are
working to create more of a “main street” vision. Bill also provided context to why the
Landing went through an operational change, and indicated that the changes (selfguided, encouraging biker use, and small family-based programming) are working and
that people are very receptive to the ‘explore it yourself’ model. He also encouraged the
PAC and others to continue to explore the Landing, the newly redeveloped River Trail,
and the Peek-Window scavenger hunts, etc.…

Bill then had a short Q & A session for the commissioners and staff:
Q: Commissioner Hedstrom – the Peek in the Window – what’s going on in the different
buildings? Any problem with maintenance?
A: Bill – every month we have a new scavenger hunt and we encourage our guests to
peak in the windows to see if they can find our objects. There have been vandalism
issues but that’s a perennial issue. Except for one incident last summer, it’s almost
always just broken windows. Citizens have been most helpful in preventing vandals.
Q: Commissioner French – Has there been much word of mouth for the Landing?
A: Bill – it was a tough year to get good news out, and we have a great opportunity to do
so. There has been a lot of buzz as a result of the Cultural Consortium.
Q: Commissioner Ewert – Is there a current or a new master plan?
A: Bill – we are still using the same Master Plan which was developed in 2001. Our goal
is to try to make stewards of the outdoors. It’s been on a park staff level, not the
planning department.
Q: Commissioner Hennen – Are tours charged for? Could parks consider taking
donations, especially for The Landing?
A: Bill – Fees are only for guided or staff driven tours. They’re $5 for a one-hour tour. We
charge so that people actually show up. It would be appropriate for us to take donations.
As we redesign the flow of the park, we can find the appropriate location for donation
boxes.
Q: Patty Freeman – Is there a donation QR code or will one be developed. Will Folkways
happen this year?
A: Bill – We do not have QR’s for donations, but we do for tours. “Windows to the
Holidays” will happen this year, or some version of it. There were a small number of
family’s sign-up for tours sort of like a quarantined pod tour.
Q: Commissioner Hedstrom – Will those signs be upgraded?
A: Bill – we’ll see by the end of the summer of the temporary signs can be upgraded
based on need.
6. OUTREACH, VISITOR SERVICES, RECREATION, AND EDUCATION PROGRAMS
a. Shakopee Riverfront Cultural Trail – Visitor Experience Plan – Discussion and Feedback,
Guest Heather Hoaglund, of the Scott Historical Society
Engagement – What’s been done so far:
1. What this visitor plan does for us is give us a Consortium – themes and
messages at a very high level. This is just a chance to all focus in on the
foundation of the trail. A lot of different organizations are coming
together in this partnership to plan not only this but other projects.

2. We will be hosting a number of nature walks; we can introduce them to
the different walks. Kara will be giving tours and interact with the public
to collect feedback in a quantitative way. In October, we’ll incorporate
that info into a plan.
3. Next will be phase 2 – in January we will apply for another legacy grant
which will help the planning side of this process. We want to make sure
we have feedback and info for the tribes and citizens. Hopefully this
implementation plan will be ready.
Heather then had a short Q & A session for the commissioners and staff:
Q: Commissioner Gerlach – nine areas with dots for points of interest? Do we have a
map? Will we be doing this again in the future?
A: Heather - That is the plan right now, but nothing is definite. Once we get the feedback
that’ll help us plan.
COMMENT: Commissioner Gerlach: Individual stories from residents of the area, from
the past resonate for her; hopefully stories of individual people and their lives can be
incorporated.
A: Patty Freeman – If we get feedback and more information from the group, we can
certainly incorporate it in the future.
Q: Commissioner Hedstrom - I’ve lived in Shakopee for over 20 years, moving the
helicopter and the memorial out. Has that been resolved?
A: Heather – I don’t know where the helicopter will go?
Q: Commissioner Gerlach – will they moving it to Quarry Park?
A: Bill – the city parks department will be deciding to where to move the helicopter since
it’s a city project. The veteran’s group has been engaged which has been helpful.
A: Patty Freeman– Jay Tobin will likely know where the helicopter is going.
COMMENT: Commissioner Hedstrom – It’s important to have a plan that incorporates an
important component of the County’s Big Woods Regional Trail –the Holmes Bridge –
and to create a vision and plans for it from not just a Shakopee perspective (Shakopee
City Plan), and creating that plan that includes the County and County Parks, and
acknowledgment of the importance of the Holmes Bridge component of the trail being a
regional trail amenity that connects further along the river, towards Jordan for instance,
and across the river into Carver and Hennepin along the river, and connections deeper
into Scott County.
Q: Commissioner Hedstrom – do you see this plan (the VEP) as a blueprint for other Scott
co communities such as the other riverfronts?
A: Heather – Yes, I would love to see more interpretive through the rest of the county.
But there is a lot about Shakopee and the way the cultures came together that’s unique.

Q: Patty Freeman - Would we add other cities to the consortium (SCCC)?
A: Heather – the SCCC would join together with Jordan (as an example) in sort of like a
rotating partnership.
Q: Mark – how does the visitor experience plan fit into the concept of a masterplan?
A: Heather – The VEP plan is a project funded by the funds originating from the Clean
Water, Land and Legacy Amendment, particularly the cultural program, which does not
involve the Met Council and the regional park master plans that regional parks are
guided by. The VEP is guided by Shakopee’s master plan.
7. ADMINISTRATION, PLANNING, AND DEVELOPMENT
a. 2022 Proposed Parks Partnership Operating Budget:
A summary of the 2022 Proposed Parks Operating Budget Memo was provided by Patty
Freeman.
Patty then led a quick Q & A session:
Q: Commissioner Hedstrom – Do we know if this will be done by the joint meeting?
A: Patty Freeman – It likely will not be.
Q: Commissioner Ewert – are we hiring seasonal staff and have we run into problems
with low interest or difficulties keeping staff as other businesses are seeing?
A: Patty Freeman – A little bit; not as much as what we’re seeing in some places. We
happen to be hiring full time park technicians and are running into some challenges with
those. For these positions, recently, we’ve had a few candidates not able to pass the test
and the applicant pool to start with was small, so that’s caused some challenges. For
seasonal staffing, it’s a little bit of an issue, not huge. Seasonal wages are being looked
at as well. If supervisors can stay within their budget, they have some freedom to
increase hourly wages which keeps seasonal staff coming back for year after year.
8. INFORMATIONAL ITEMS
a. Projects & Other Updates
i. Metropolitan Council Equity Grants Update – Alysa Delgado
1. Alysa provided a brief update regarding the Met Council Equity Grants.
Please reference the Memo and attachments in the meeting packet.
ii. Brown Sign Update – Nathan Moe
1. Nathan provided a brief update regarding Brown Signs. Please reference
the Memo and attachments in the meeting packet.
iii. Joint Board Meeting
1. Joint Board Meeting with Scott Co. & Three Rivers District will be held
on July 15th, 2021.

iv. Cleary Master Plan Process Update Presentation to Leadership – Alysa Delgado
and Nathan Moe
1. Nathan provided a brief update regarding Cleary Lake. Please reference
the Memo and attachments in the meeting packet.
9. UPCOMING MEETINGS – TENTATIVE TOPICS
a. The next PAC will be held at Cedar Lake Farm in the picnic shelter
10. ADJOURNMENT
Motion by Mark Ewert; seconded by Jerry Hennen
Motion to adjourn is unanimous. The meeting was adjourned at 7:35 p.m.

________________________________________
Barb Hedstrom, Chair

___________________________________________
Patty Freeman, General Manager of Parks and Trails

____________________
Date

PARKS COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM:

7.a. Welcome Signage and Info Kiosks Project
Update

MEETING DATE:

August 11, 2021

PREPARED BY:

Mandy Whiteside

REQUESTED ACTION:

Discussion and Feedback

The purpose of this agenda item is to provide an update and collect feedback from the PAC on the
welcome signage and info kiosk project being developed by Three Rivers Park District staff. The rollout
and implementation of these signs and kiosks will be occur across the Park District, including Scott
County – Three Rivers partnership parks. During the meeting the PAC will see the draft in-park signage
hierarchy and draft templates for welcome signage and information kiosks; PAC members are
encouraged to provide feedback on both elements. Mandy Whiteside, Director of Marketing and
Community Engagement, will make the presentation.
BACKGROUND/JUSTIFICATION
Providing a welcoming experience is one of our first and top priorities under Three Rivers Park District’s
2040 System Plan. This starts with how people feel as they enter the park and begin their visit. Providing
some basic, place-based information will help all visitors, but especially new visitors, feel more
comfortable in the parks.
A project team made up of staff from maintenance, facilities, outdoor education, marketing and design
have been working to develop a signage plan and kiosk templates. The guiding principles were to:
• Have a welcoming and inclusive feel
• Provide the key information first-time visitors need to have a good experience, especially when
staff isn’t present to answer questions.
• Utilize icons and images as much as possible to allow for universal readability
The team has developed a hierarchy of signage (draft attached) to guide the planning and installation of
signs at each park with purpose and to ensure consistency. The hierarchy starts with the
monument/entrance signs placed where vehicles turn off of the road to enter the park and continues
through to in-park wayfinding on trails. This project team was focused on levels 3 & 4 within the plan.
Other teams are and will be working to develop the plan for levels 5, 6 and beyond.
The primary focus of this project team was to develop the concept and templates around the
information kiosks, level 4 of the hierarchy plan. Details about the concept and placement of the kiosks
can be found in the attached hierarchy plan. Additionally, draft templates for the kiosk panels are also
included in the packet. For the purpose of the exercise, the team used the visitor center at Hyland Lake
Park Reserve as the kiosk location.
Once approved, the plan is to develop the priority list for rolling these kiosks out into the parks.
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ATTACHMENTS
1. Park-based sign hierarchy (draft)
2. Level 3, Welcome signage template (draft)
3. Level 4, Information kiosk template (draft)

In-Park Welcome & Information Signage
Hierarchy Plan
Level 1 – Monument/Entrance Sign (no work needed by this project team)
Purpose: Identify location of park/facility -Main entrance vs primary entrances
Placement: Beginning of driveway; visible from the intersecting road. Installed at all entrances.
Message: Park/Facility Name & Three Rivers logo (Partner logos where applicable)
Design & Structure: (City ordinances may impact size and illumination)
•
•

Primary entrance – typically a stone monument
▪ Dimensions: 96” x 48”
Secondary entrance - post and sign (no stone)
▪ Dimensions: 72” x 36”

Examples and Locations:
•

All park and amenity entrances

Level 2 – Park Map (will require GIS work)
Purpose: Help visitors determine if they are at the right location. If not, help them determine
how to get to their desired location. Also to highlight what amenities are available in this park.
Placement: On main entrance drive to parks - required at parks with multiple entrances; ideal at
all parks to highlight park features and amenities.
•
•

Should have a pull off area so people can view (in or out of their car) without impeding
traffic.
Prior to getting to a ‘gatehouse’.

Message: Simplified map – focused on main facility/amenity locations.
•
•
•
•
•

Map heading – ex. Hyland Lake Park Reserve
Year-round map – includes all seasonal amenities
Does not include individual trails
‘You are here’ marker, adjacent roads and locations of other entrances
QR code & link to interactive web map

Design & Structure:
•
•
•
•

EMP structure (not Regional Trail kiosk design)
One-sided
Ideally adjacent to a pull-off area of the park entrance road
Dimensions: 33.9” x 44.25” (N/S park) ; 44.25” x 33.9” (E/W park)

Examples and Locations:
•
•

Murphy-Hanrehan
Carver

Level 3 – Welcome Sign
Purpose: Welcome people to the park and highlight year-round park amenities/activities. Also to
provide key information – passes required, amenities open/closed, hours, etc.
Placement:
•
•
•

Near gatehouse structure (or if removed, general area where gatehouse previously was)
Typically the median of entrance road, closer to park amenities than Level 2.
A smaller version is also available for placement on secondary/trail access points.

Messages:
Primary (EMP top) – Free to Enter/Full of Adventure w/ four images of amenities and
activities available at that location.
•
•

Should highlight year-round activities
Images must be single-focus, simple (easy to process when driving by)

Secondary (EMP bottom) – Up to 5 different 18x18 interchangeable signs with fees,
open/closed, hours, etc.
Design & Structure:
•

•

Existing EMP sign structure
▪ Welcome message in the top/upper section.
• Dimensions: 91.5” x 24.375” (1” barrier between edge)
▪ Interchangeable signs in lower section.
• Sign Dimensions: 18”x18” (maximum of 5) with even spacing
Smaller EMP structures at secondary access points (often along trails)
▪ Dimensions: 57 3/8” x 27”

Examples and Locations: NEW CONCEPT
•

•

Mockup:
https://threeriversparks.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/InPark_Welcome_Signage/EUiAPnbk0ux
OhJE_4l6n47IB7u8ggFk0Uq92Zd9l66mcMw?e=vcT3pE
Design templates:
▪ Existing EMP:
https://threeriversparks.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/InPark_Welcome_Signage/EVD7X
X4WgZVDtZWfD45mU7QBE-nQqu1jq4fjbQnUobCnzw?e=EudiVk

▪

Smaller EMP:
https://threeriversparks.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/InPark_Welcome_Signage/EYi0ec
dzu7BApzx9zvzFBP4BeJw3UIkOiUgk4x4oclpObw?e=Om5sgD

Level 4 – Information Kiosks
Purpose: Provided relevant, place-based information to help guests feel welcome, comfortable
and connected – to ensure they have a good experience. And to provide basic information
when/where staff aren’t readily available.
Placement: Central, visible locations for people to see after getting out of their vehicles. Near
visitor centers, focused recreation areas, main parking areas
•
•

One kiosk per use area
Can have multiple kiosks within a park

Message: Year-round content, not requiring seasonal changes. Templates are consistent
between locations, but details will vary by location. Incorporate iconography/imagery as much
as possible to aid in universal readability.
Content is relevant to that specific area within a park. If a park has multiple kiosks, the content
will be different depending on the exact location.
Panel 1 - General information
What’s available here (include all seasons)
• Activities w/details on passes, rentals, lessons
• Building info
QR Code/link to program information
Contact information (phone, email and address)
Panel 2 - Site-based wayfinding
Park map w/call out box and ‘You are here’ icon for specific location
• Icons for year-round recreation
• Trail maps (both summer and winter when applicable)
Activity highlights
• 6 highlights – includes numbered location on map and correlating image
QR code/link to interactive maps
Panel 3 - Interpretation
Templates for staff to develop relevant, place-based interpretation.
•
•
•
•

Natural, cultural and/or historical elements
Include text and images
One QR code/link per interpretive story
Should be evergreen content, not intended to be changed out regularly

Design & Structure: 3- sided structure t. Should stand out and be obvious/visible as people are
approaching main decision point. (Structure concept:
https://threeriversparks.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/InPark_Welcome_Signage/EdhSQRVcp6JBhaFeFFGjPwBjydaI6k_msxYp4ptGKSeLQ?e=QJ1nAx)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Color palette of Regional Trail kiosks
Mesh structure w/panels bolted to it
Polymetal sign material
Dimensions of each panel: 60” x 48” / 48” x 36” (will decide on one standard size for
structure/panels - currently evaluating cost)
Can be installed in triangle or linear format depending on site space
▪ Space between panels or hinged to open
Optional roof element to be added for shade, shelter and visibility

Examples and Locations: New Concept
•

•

Panel Templates: (using Hyland VC and Richardson as examples; content is not final)
https://threeriversparks.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/InPark_Welcome_Signage/Ed7nS_2en5lLj
HZc9h6n3sgBvCDfmeEd_frOy5vfChBvJQ?e=MWGr2x
Structure Concept:

SUPPORTING ITEM – Place-based art installation
Purpose: Create a unique and iconic visual representation of the location. Visually identify a
special aspect of the location and create a backdrop for photos and a gathering point for groups.
Placement: Will vary by location, but at/near main access point for guests once out of their car.
Message: Visual art piece (sculpture) that represents an iconic plant, animal or natural feature
that is unique to that park/facility.
Design & Structure: Will be unique and different across sites.
•
•
•
•

Should be created using natural materials (ex. metal, wood).
Focus on art that is consistent with and complements the facility, not on branding or
messaging
Allow for gathering around it (think a backdrop for group photos or a meet up location)
Typically funded through donations or art-based grants

Examples and Locations:
•
•

Baker National Golf Course - cattails
Richardson Nature Center – rusty patch bumblebee

Level 5 – Facility/Amenity Info (out of scope for this project team)

Purpose: Provide activity-specific rules & information
Placement: Entrance/access point of different amenities (i.e. play areas, dog off-leash, beach)
Message: hours, pass required, rules, etc. – use a ‘can do’ tone as much as possible.
Design & Structure: EMPs. Should have a standard layout for each activity.
Examples and Locations:

Level 6 – In-park wayfinding (out of scope for this project team)
Purpose: Provide wayfinding information related to in-park trails
Placement:
Message:
Design & Structure:
Examples and Locations:

Welcome Signage (Level 3)
Design Template

On-site Mock-up

PARKS COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM:

#.x. Spring Lake Trailgate Community Event
Update

MEETING DATE:

August 11, 2021

PREPARED BY:

Alysa Delgado

REQUESTED ACTION:

Information

The purpose of this memo is to update the Parks Advisory Commission on the upcoming Spring Lake
Trailgate event on September 25, 2021.
BACKGROUND
Spring Lake Trailgate was first held in 2018 provide a space for the community to gather and experience
new activities together outdoors in the park, and to promote awareness of the park. This was an event
the PAC was instrumental in calling for in 2017 and helping to get support and buy in from the County
Board. In both 2018 and 2019, the event gathered hundreds of visitors to the Spring Lake to enjoy
various free recreational activities and enjoy the park in a new way. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19
pandemic, we were unable to host a Trailgate event in 2020.
2021 Event
After a year of unprecedented times, staff is working to again host Trailgate again this year with help
from several partners. A planning team comprised of Facilities, Maintenance, Programming, and
Community Engagement staff has been strategically coordinating with partners and inviting outside
groups to provide various free and engaging activities to cultivate a more community-focused day while
reducing the workload for our busy staff. Though the event is still in the final planning stages, the free
activities planned for the event include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Naturalist Visits from Richardson Nature Center
Community Bike Rental Trailer
Parks on the Go Van
Slacklining and geocaching
Master Gardeners Volunteer Table
Scott County Libraries Story Walk and Activity Table
Shakopee Riverfront Cultural Trail Table

Food trucks will be available on-site throughout the event for food and snacks for purchase. The Spring
Lake Trailgate will take place on September 25th from 11 AM to 3 PM at Spring Lake Regional Park. Staff
is keeping current COVID-19 restrictions in mind during the planning process.
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PARKS COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM:

8.a Draft Phase 2 Public Engagement Plans for
Cleary Lake Master Plan

MEETING DATE:

August 11, 2021

PREPARED BY:

Nathan Moe

REQUESTED ACTION:

Discussion and Feedback

The purpose of this memo is to share with the PAC the preliminary plans prepared by staff for the next
phase of the Cleary Lake Regional Park Master Plan public engagement activities and to give the PAC an
opportunity to provide feedback, suggestions, and ask question of the plans.
STATUS
In preparation for the remaining phases of the master plan process, staff has refined the timeline and
additional community engagement needs. The following provides a summary of the proposed
community engagement plans.
Open House #1: August 23th from 4 PM to 7 PM @ Cleary
• This meeting will provide the community with an opportunity to see the trends, concerns, gaps,
and other information identified by the RST, community, and staff so far in the process and how
this information and input is taking shape into priority issues and needs. At the open house the
public will be asked to react to the information and priorities – does it resonate with their
understanding of and desires for the park; do they have different or additional ideas or
concerns. And lastly this will be an opportunity for the public to converse with RST members and
staff.
Community Feedback Event: October 15th from 4:30-7:30 @ Cleary
• Engagement with the entire community with a focus on Latinx
• Taco truck
• Share initial concepts
• Listen to the community
• Rec Programming present to share an activity
A final open house is tentatively scheduled for mid-January to share the final concept.
We will also invite more participation from other groups we’ve engaged with including:
• The Shakopee Diversity Alliance
• Grainwood Senior Facility
• Continue to try to make inroads with the Somali/East African community
Social Media and the Scott County Scene
• Continue to push people to the Lets Talk Three Rivers page
• Advertise open houses and progress of the plan
Pop up engagement
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PARKS COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM:

8b. Park Commissioner Check-In – Cleary
Master Plan

MEETING DATE:

August 11, 2021

PREPARED BY:

Patty Freeman and Nathan Moe

REQUESTED ACTION:

Discussion and Feedback

The purpose of this agenda item is to invite and encourage dialogue and discussion amongst the Parks
Advisory Commission regarding the findings, ideas, concerns, and gaps identified in the park master plan
process to date, as well as discussion on the solutions and amenities proposed to date; staff will be
available to answer questions and provide clarification.
BACKGROUND
With the master planning process transitioning from the early research and early input phase to a phase
of confirming priorities and solutions and then kicking off design, we are at a critical check in point with
the PAC and wish to give each Parks Advisory Commission an opportunity to be fully engaged in reacting
to what the outcomes starting to take shape. Two PAC members, Eric Spieler and Pat Stieg, are serving
on the Resident Strategy Team for the Cleary Master Plan and will offer their thoughts as well.
At the June 2, 2021 PAC meeting, staff provided a detailed update on the planning process, including
preliminary suggestions from the public and the RST and the eventual priority ranking of these amenities
by the RST. Three PAC members were not in attendance that evening; this opportunity for dialog is
intended to also support those PAC members getting up to speed. (See Attachment 1: June 2 Memo)
Since the June 2 meeting, the staff Technical Team has continued to refine the RST and public input, to
further clarify operational issues appropriate to/needing to be addressed and has identified further
research and data needs. The status of the amenity suggestions and needs and gaps to address is
captured in the attached Solutions Matrix for your review and reaction. There are still critical analyses
yet to be done – for instance staff is preparing a report on revenue, cost opportunities, and use
projections associated with the suggested amenities.
Please review the attached Solutions Matrix and share your thoughts, ideas, and concerns:
• What is your reaction to the issues and opportunities prioritized so far in the process?
• Please reflect on what you see of the planning items so far that is consistent with the operational
needs or challenges of the park today and into the future; and what do feel is not consistent?
• What is your impression of how the priorities and preliminary ideas and solutions support (or fall
short) of the changing demographics of the community in the near term and in 20+ years?
• What additional information or analysis would you like to see?
• What ideas do you feel are critical to consider that have not yet been discussed or reviewed in the
process to date?
ATTACHMENTS
1. June 2, 2021 PAC Memo Cleary Master Plan Update
2. Solutions Matrix
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PARKS COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM:

7.b. Cleary Master Plan Update

MEETING DATE:

June 2, 2021

PREPARED BY:

Nathan Moe and Alysa Delgado

REQUESTED ACTION:

Discussion

The purpose of this memo is to provide the PAC with an update on the status of the Cleary Lake Regional
Park Master Plan.
STATUS
The Master Plan began in October of 2020 and just completed the pre-design phase of community
engagement.

Pre-design
community
engagement

Concept
Development

Draft Schematic
Design and
Master Plan

Final Concept

Open House
October 2020 –
May 2021

May 2021 –
August 2021

August 2021 –
September 2021

Approval
Process

And Plan

Open House

September 2021 –
December 2021

1st Quarter of
2022

There was a significant amount of work that went into gathering information from the public.
Engagement methods include: social media posts across multiple platforms, pop-up engagement on the
trails and at the dog off-leash area, a presentation with gift card incentive for feedback with the
Shakopee Diversity Alliance, a multi-lingual community event (Pupusas in the Park), a visit with the
Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community’s Cultural Resources Committee, and a visit with some of the
aging population at a Prior Lake senior home. Monthly, from November to April, the Resident Strategy
Team, a combination of interested resident, staff, and community liaisons, had 5 meetings discussing
the current operations, demographics and recreational trends, equity discussions, and other topics
building the teams contextual understanding necessary to create a vision for the park. The team was
also provided an opportunity to visit the SMSC cultural center, Hoċokata Ti, and free winter recreation
rentals and passes. The learning and collaboration of the RST culminated on a May 25th workshop to
discuss and review their suggestions for improvements to the park. Those results are summarized
alphabetically below:
Cleary Lake Paved Loop Congestion Solutions
Dedicated Archery Space
Dedicated Flexible Green/Open Space
Dedicated Indoor Recreational Program Space
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Disc Golf
Edible Landscape
Evaluate Pavilion Site
Expand Lakeshore Access
Food Truck Infrastructure
Hammocking Sites
Ice Skating Opportunities
Informational/Wayfinding Signage
Interpretive Signage Plan for Cleary
More parking
Natural Playground
Overnight Camping Options (camper cabins, yurts, other
glamping structures)
Picnic Expansion
RV/Electric Campsite Expansion
Senior Focused Facilities and Programming
Update 'Traditional' Playground
Upgrade/Increase turf trails
As of the writing of this memo, the RST is going through a ranking process, the results of which will be
shared during the June 2nd PAC meeting.
These ideas largely encompass the ideas of the community as well. The most frequent comments from
the community (received through public events and online engagement) are:
Cleary Lake Paved Loop Congestion Solutions
Updated Play Area
Water Quality Improvements (impact to water/ecology will be considered for all proposed projects)
Disc Golf
Preserve Hiking Trails
Improved Trail Connections
Modernize Campground
Natural Area Preservation (impact to water/ecology will be considered for all proposed projects)
Parking
Fishing Options
Staff has also made sure to offer opportunities for the neighboring communities to share any concerns
they have from their residents. All cities and neighboring townships were invited to hear about the
planning process and provide feedback. Those that were interested in hearing more, and the date of the
meeting is listed below. Many of these meetings were held virtually due to COVID-19.
Credit River Town Board – February 16
Savage Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Commission – February 22
Shakopee Parks & Recreation Advisory Board – March 9

Spring Lake Town Board – March 11
Prior Lake Community Engagement Committee – March 19
Jordan Parks and Recreation Commission – March 22
As the plan process progresses, more opportunities to share ideas and get feedback from the
community will be offered. The Let’s Talk page will be updated to include the new concepts and
eventually the draft plan for comments. Continual advertising through social media and physical signs
within the park will push traffic to comment on the plan. More conversations with the town and city
boards will be offered to share the proposed plan this fall and two open houses are tentatively
scheduled for August 23rd and December 15th. These will be held, in person, at Cleary Lake Regional Park.

CLEARY LAKE REGIONAL PARK MASTER PLAN UPDATE PROJECT
Planning Findings and Recommendations Matrix
Master Plan
Solutions and
Improvements

Issues and Opportunities

PRESSING NEEDS: Improvements to the functionality of the park

3.

Paved Loop Congestion

•
•

Need/Justification/Description
Lack of quality amenities and activities available at the park for youth.
Sub-standard quality of current play area: very few play pieces and mostly for 2-5
yr. olds. Aging materials.
Gap in large, high play-value play areas in Scott County, especially for population
south of Shakopee and Savage.
Could complement existing camping and future expansion
Nature based play is more engaging (longer periods of time), fits mission of
connecting people to nature, allows for and facilitates creative play
Shower facilities are not present and state health department requires them for
regional parks with camping facilities.
Dump station
Given significant investment needed for shower facility; adding additional
electric/RV sites may be prudent
Persistent complaint from park users
Incompatible uses with fast moving bikers, rollerbladers, and roller skiers

4.

Dedicated Recreational
Programming Space

•
•
•
•

Indoor space for rainy days
Possibility to reach more people with more programs
Safe space for severe weather
Outdoor space intentionally supporting typical programs offered

1.

Play Area Enhancements
Regional Draw: Updated
traditional style or naturebased play area

•
•
•
•
•

2.

Camping Enhancements
MN Department of health
compliance

5.

Disc Golf

6.

Edible Landscapes

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Spectrum of outcomes
Range of outcomes could include
o Update the existing playground with a newer more appealing traditional or
themed playground
o Create a new, nature-based playground
o Node based nature play along trails
o Or a combination of above
Could support camping facilities, general picnicking area or both

•

Scale of shower facility will need to support existing and planned camping facility
compliant with MN Department of Health

•
•
•
•

Expand trail width for 3 lanes of use (pedestrians, 2 directions for users on wheels)
Add additional paved trail segments to spread use throughout the park
Create dual loop to fully separate use between pedestrians and faster users
Building design, capacity, and support for amenities will determine the scope of
facility

MODERATE ENHANCEMENTS for the growing community

Need/Justification/Description
Low impact sport that is accessible to many
Low cost of entry
An opportunity to connect people with nature in a different way
Partnership with SHIP for healthy living
An opportunity to teach about responsible foraging; what is acceptable within the
park and what is not
An opportunity to partner with SMSC and further native plant knowledge with park
guests

•
•
•
•

Spectrum of outcomes
Offer portable holes/baskets as rentals for use in open space
Practice course (fewer holes, within picnic area, low cost. Free to use)
Alter landscaping at different nodes throughout the developed portion of the park
Designated edible garden

7.

8.

Master Plan
Solutions and
Improvements

Expanded Lakeshore
Access

Food Truck Infrastructure

Issues and Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

9.

Flexible Green Space

•
•

10.

11.

Hammocking Sites

•
•
•

•
Informational/Wayfinding •
•
Signage
•
•

12.

Interpretation in the park •

13.

Picnic Enhancements

•
•
•
•

14.

Senior Focused Facilities

•
•

15.

Turf Trail Enhancements

•

Comments during community engagement have included a desire to have more
access to the lake/lake adjacent locations, through fishing access points, lakeside
picnicking/relaxing, and views of the lake

•

Lakeside access will be provided in strategic locations that will complement
existing facilities.

A response to the common reason stated for not visiting regional parks that there is
not enough time. Providing food for a meal means families have more time to enjoy
park amenities while someone else takes care of dinner
Food at the park is a proven concept at many regional parks
Possible revenue for the park; MPLS park board takes a cut as part of the contract.
Some private investment for improvements at those facilities that have restaurants
Intentional preservation of flexible use green space will ensure adaptable uses for
park guests and use for programming
Welcoming to different cultural groups to allow for flexible uses that might fit
different cultural groups
Adaptable for a multitude of uses
Popular activity with younger audience
Use on trees can cause damage to those trees; can be difficult to find ideal spacing
with trees
Minimal investment and siting restrictions
Frequent comments about difficulty finding turf trails and other less visible facilities
More welcoming for new park users
Clear signage will provide less of a barrier for park guests
Opportunity to be more welcoming (potential for using different languages to
welcome people to the park)
Community comments expressed desire for educational nodes within the park
Opportunity to share cultural histories, ecological stories, and stewardship
Consultant will provide some historical background and interpretive themes
Picnicking area is at capacity frequently during the summer, particularly holiday
weekends
Possible link to expanded lakeshore access as the lakeside picnic spots are
consistently occupied before the golf course side picnic tables
Proposed due to a recognition of an aging population in the primary service area as
well as greater Scott County.
Desire to remain relevant as demographics shift

•

Infrastructure can support occasional use for special events or more permanent
residency
Easy to implement early with minimal investment
Long term could be parking for multiple with defined parking space, dining area,
and electrical connections

Turf trails are not apparent from the main parking area and no direct access (all via
paved trails)

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Better connections to the existing open green space (also used as overflow
parking when necessary)
Identify new spaces for this type of use
Improvements or more intentional use of area between the volleyball court and
visitor center
Scope is largely contingent on the number of sites. Simple and minimal impact
installation

•

Need for a signage plan to improve welcoming messages and have better signage
to direct people to facilities within the park

•
•
•
•
•

Incorporating cultural connections in programming, activities, events
Need for a signage plan
Programming
Add lakeside picnicking areas
More ADA picnicking sites

•

Many options:
o Consider flexibility and incorporate with other facilities proposed
o Easy walking connections would limit need to complete a full loop
o Outdoor gym
Short segments to create shorter loops
Connections to the main parking area for better visibility
Possible single-track segments

Master Plan
Solutions and
Improvements
16.

Camping Expansion

Issues and Opportunities

BOLD VISIONS for activities expansion

•
•
•
•
•

17.
18.

Dedicated Archery Space

•
•
•
Evaluate pavilion site
•
Conclusion: take care of what we •
•
have

Need/Justification/Description
Camping demand is strong, especially on the weekends
RV Camping is consistently booked
Currently offer several options for camping but minimal RV locations and no car
camping with electric hook up
Investing in camping facilities is a prudent time to add camping spots
Popularity of unique stays could make cabins, yurts, or glamping tents a desirable
option. Unique properties can be a revenue opportunity
Popular and growing sport; helpful to stay relevant
Revenue generating activity
Aging structure needs significant maintenance
Limited effectiveness for large groups due to large fireplace
Lack of insulation limits use to 3 seasons
No plumbing or bathrooms within the facility

•
•

•

Range of outcomes include archery range and/or an archery course

•

Current recommendation is to focus efforts on maintaining the structure as it
currently stands.
Flexibility to use for programming conflicts with rental popularity.
Fireplace is structural and would result in a significant and prohibitively expensive
remodel
Proximity to water and existing septic options limit possibilities to add bathrooms
or kitchen amenities
Range of outcomes:
o Lake skating
o Skating track (driving range, GC adjacent, Turf trails, campground roads)
 Ontario concept started small with limited dollars invested
 Grown to a massive draw

•
•
•

19.

Ice Skating Opportunities

Parking
Natural Resources

•
•
•
•
•

Opportunity to balance use of Cleary through all seasons
Limited XC ski days and based on snowfall
Cold is generally dependable
New and unique facility that could be a very strong draw
Could support programming and kick sled use

Broad Considerations

Spectrum of outcomes
Size of, and location of, expanded facilities will evolve during the schematic design
process as the siting is complex
Scale of facility will be dependent on feasibility of camping structures (cabins,
yurts, glamping tents) and number of electric sites

•

For all activities and facility types, the impact to parking will be considered to ensure capacity is able to be met
For each facility or activity proposed, the impact to the parks natural resources (including water resources) will be evaluated to ensure stewardship for the natural systems
within the park

Scott County Parks Advisory Commission Meeting – August 11, 2021

Doyle-Kennefick Regional Park
This month’s nature connection sharing the progress of one of our prairies at the Future DoyleKennefick Regional Park. In February of 2021, staff held a winter seeding volunteer event at the park to
support the enhancement projects funded by the DNR Conservation Partners Legacy Grant. Since the
seeding, the prairie has shown increased structural and biologic diversity and heavy pollinator action.
The bottom two photos show roughly the same view of the prairie from the winter seeding event
through July. Some forbs in bloom include Black-eyed Susan, Ox-Eye Sunflower, and Wild Bergamont.

